Mississippi Blues

Five years ago Trey Bouche found his best
friend - with blood on his hands - standing
over a body. Although Trey wanted to
believe in his friends innocence, he was
forced to testify in court, and Jace was sent
to prison for life. Trey returns determined
to prove he was right. Even if it means
losing the woman he still loves. Summer
Hill cannot forgive Trey, or his father, the
chief of police, for the wrongs she feels
they did to her family. When her brother
escapes from Angola, Summer vows to
keep her brother safe, no matter the cost.
Falling back in love with Trey again isnt an
option. Now, five years later, the past
begins to unravel. Reluctantly thrown
together, Summer and Trey follow a
twisted path that lead them to the truth Jace didnt kill anyone and an entire towns
ugly secret is unveiled. But more
importantly, can Trey and Summer
rediscover the love they lost? Sensuality
Level: Sensual

When tourists started showing up here, I couldnt figure out what they saw in the place, says Jimmy Duck Holmes, a
67-year-old blues - 4 min - Uploaded by GtrWorkShpStefan Grossman plays Mississippi Blues. Filmed in the US in
1981, this clip is from the DVD The Mississippi Blues Trail was created by the Mississippi Blues Commission in 2006
to place interpretive markers at the most notable historical sites related to - 3 min - Uploaded by mercydeeThe late great
RL Burnside teaching some of his superb modal blues, Long Haired Doney to - 4 min - Uploaded by Justin
JohnsonJustin Johnson is pickin a little blues on a Shackup Bluesguitar Root Box, at The Shack Up Inn - 3 min Uploaded by watcher6149Intro to Mississippi Blues finger style guitar preview of song to learn.Mississippi Blues Trail
200 List. By visit-mississippi. 200 songs. Play on Spotify. 1. High Water Everywhere, Part. 1Charley Patton Electrically
Recorded: High - 10 min - Uploaded by Hippety HopOne of the worlds greatest contemporary blues artists. In the words
of Sam Phillips, originator - 3 min - Uploaded by CircumpunkFrom the eponymous album made in 1969, wonderful
Texas blues.The blues and Mississippi are synonymous to music lovers. The repertoire of any blues or rock band is full
of songs, guitar licks, and vocal inflections borrowedDelta blues is one of the earliest-known styles of blues music. It
originated in the Mississippi Delta, a region of the United States stretching from Memphis, Tennessee, in the north to
Vicksburg, Mississippi, in the south and from Helena, Arkansas, in the west to the Yazoo River in the east.Bukka White
originally recorded the hit Shake Em On Down which was later recorded by Led Zeppelin. This was recorded in 1963 by
John Fahey & Ed - 45 min - Uploaded by Jazz and Blues ExperienceMississippi Blues Sounds Born In the Delta
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